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Kumari Kandam



Logline

Documentary recreation of a lost Indian civilization from 20,000 years ago in virtual reality.

Genre

Documentary/ Research/ Archeology



The Cave Project

Research suggests that a vast civilization flourished 20,000 years ago in the Southern Indian continent only to be lost due 
to tectonic shift and the sudden water level rise that flooded the continent of Kumari Kandam.

The Cave is a multi- faceted project to bring this civilization to life through VR recreations, documentary research and 
ultimately, storylines for projects across multiple platforms. This document focuses on the VR recreation centered around a 
cave in the city of temples.
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Mythology



Ancient Hindu texts mention a civilization that flourished 
under the Indian Subcontinent.
Bhagavata Purana talks about Kumari Kandam as an 
advanced civilization which megastructures.

Bhagavata Purana (10th BCE)

Mahabalipuram Temple (7th AD)

Shore temples at Mahabalipuram depict an ancient city 
that existed with a flourishing civilization.
Mahabalipuram temples are a representation of the 
much bigger temples that existed back then



References of Kumari Kandam (Lemuria) in Chinese & Greek Literature

In some of the ancient Chinese chronicles, there are references to Pahruli river, Peru river and Meru Mountain (with 49 

peaks) from where the Kumari River, Peru river and Pahruli river were originated (according to Tamil literature). It is said 

that Chinese laborers were employed by the Pandiyan King and when they went down the mines they appeared like a huge 

army of small ants. Therefore, they were called pon thondi erumbukal (Gold mining ants). This is also confirmed by ancient 

Chinese chronicles.

Megasthenes (ca. 350 – 290 BCE), a Greek ethnographer and explorer in the Hellenistic period, authored the work Indika, 

the account of his travels in India. In this work, he says that Taprobane (old name of Sri Lanka) was separated from the 

mainland (Indian Peninsula) by a river, which means that during the period of Megasthenes, Sri Lanka could have been 

connected to Indian Peninsula by a small landmass in between them and was divided by Thamirabarani River (Porunai 

River).

The current Thamirabarani River in Tamil Nadu flows into the sea suggests that the Thamirabarani River would have 

reached Sri Lanka through a now-submerged landmass existed between Indian Peninsula and Sri Lanka during the period 

of Megasthenes.



Land under sea
Recent underwater investigation shows us proof of an entire civilization 
underwater. But due to Indian government restrictions due to conflict 
zones with enemy territory no one has dived more than 4 kms off the 
main land.

The first proof of a possible lost land came after Tsunami hit the 
southern shores of India and as the water receded back it exposed 
seven submerged temples.

Submerged temple, 2005



There is evidence of huge complexes that once 
were a part of this great civilization. It also shows us 
how skilled these people were at architecture.

Huge pathways, housing complexes and pyramidal 
structures that resemble ancient descriptions of the 
lost land of Dwarka(another mythological civilization 
to the West of Indian continent.

Sonar scans have shows pyramidal structures sunken underwater off the coast of southern India. Archeologists 
have also discovered fishermen’s routes that coincide with their research data. Due to structures under water 
that make a safe breeding ground and offers protection, it makes these spots ideal for fishing. But it renders a 
threat of damage to the fishing nets. The archeologists used the fishermen’s route to chart out the underwater 
territory

Mahabalipuram
  Sonar scan



Research

Tectonic shift

Theory suggests that all tha land masses were once 
a giant continent, Pangaea.
As the tectonic plates shifted it gave rise to a 
continental drift. This gave rise to the continental 
orientation we have today.

The Indian Subcontinent was an independent entity 
that collided into Central Asia giving rise to the 
tallest mountains in the world, The Himalayas.

But the massive impact is not justified by its size. 
The impact suggests a much larger land mass that 
justifies the impact.



Water level study - Scotland University

Scotland University research on the water level rise proves that there was much more land around 14,000 years 
ago which marks the last major glacial melt and water rise.
Due to the sudden rise in water level there were major floods across the planet. This also marks the exact year of 
the submerging of the ancient city of Dwarka(Western coast of India). 
We can also see clearly that there was much more land under the southern tip of the Indian continent which shows 
Sri Lanka as a part of the Indian mainland and not an independent Island.
There is evidence of mythological land that existed as a continuation of the mainland. After the water level rise 
there was a separation of the two lands. However in the text Ramayana(Hindu sacred text, 500 BC) it was believed 
that there once existed a civilization that was a part of the mainland. But after the floods separated the two lands 
there was a bridge built by an Indian King to conquer the country of Sri Lanka.There was information about the 
exact position and the civilization of Sri Lanka during the time.



Fossil Evidence
The idea of a lost land was 
proposed for the first time 
when the question rose that 
why are lemurs found in 
Madagascar and India only. 
There was no migrational 
explanation of their presence 
in two geographically 
separated land masses. 

It was then proposed that there must have been a land 
connecting india to Madagascar and thus this land was called 
lemuria. This lemuria is in fact the lost continent of Kumari 
kandam. There is a lot of fossil evidence to supports a 
movement of mammals freely across the both land masses. 
It was proposed that there must have been a land connecting 
India to Madagascar and Australia



Geography





Macro Map
The city of Temples was built on the Meru Mountains of 
Kumari Kandam. There was a huge river which is 
mentioned in the Bhagavata Purana called River Kumari 
Aru.
The city of temples was a city for the priests where no one 
besides them was allowed to enter.
There were huge temples with the ancient dravidian 
architecture that matches the temples in Indonesia and 
Southern India.
The Sangams(Gathering of nobles) were organized in this 
city where the Kings would gather to exchange the 
information their people gathered over the years. There 
were famous poetry recitations which were recorded at 
length by the Tamil literature.
The city was considered as the crater of human intelligence 
where there was free exchange of information among the 
priests who were the only ones allowed.
But contrary to popular belief that India has a caste system 
which was introduced by the British in the late 17th century, 
the priests were not decided by birth. One had to prove 
themselves worthy of their position.



Micro Map
Kumari caves were a collection of 16 meditative 
caves. Each cave was dedicated to a part of spiritual 
component. These caves were arranged around the 
Kumari Aru river.
This river was considered sacred which meant pure, 
hence the name of the continent. So needless to say 
that it was the pinnacle of the Kumari Kandam 
civilization where only the privileged were allowed to 
enter. But privilege here meant those touched by God 
and not race, caste or any belief system.
The hierarchy in the society was based on a person’s 
capabilities and what was given to them by the deity 
they prayed to.
So it was a place where one had to prove themselves 
worthy of worshipping the creator. This place was 
reserved for the highly intelligent and worthy 
individuals.
Access to the caves was also restricted on the basis 
of spiritual intelligence. One had to attain a level of 
consciousness before they would be exposed to any 
kind of information that was related to the creator.



The Cave
For the purposes of this class I will be focussing only on one 
of the 16 caves in the Kumari complex.

The opening of the cave has pillars decorated with the 
significance of the cave. The caves have animals such as 
lions and elephants. These animal statues were used as 
maps to navigate inside the temples. The direction of their 
heads and their tails would signify which was to follow to exit 
the cave complex and how to navigate inside the cave.



The interior of the cave is a photogrammetry 
captured 3D model. We will follow the protagonist as 
he carves stones. For the narrative part I have a 
jaunt capture with my protagonist which will be 
placed inside this 3D world.
There will also be photogrammetry captures of 
temples from Ellora(Indian cave, 8 BC) and 
sculptures from the Ajanta complex(Indian cave 
complex, 4 AD)
There will be an interactive component of the 
experience with a burning hand torch that is used as 
a source of light inside the cave.



Architecture



As the evidences of Kumari Kandam 
were found near Mahabalipuram, 
Angkor Wat and other temples 
scattered around what is called the 
Chola territory so the architecture 
must have had a closer relation to 
this area.

The architecture was traditional 
dravidian style of architecture which 
is famously found in Indonesia and 
Madurai (India). 



Temple architecture
The temples of ancient India were built as a representation 
of God on earth. The architecture follows strict principles of 
a human body.

This holds great importance in the belief system of 
spirituality. These temples were not considered as a 
meditative but scientifically accurate phenomena. The use 
of modern science and astronomical calculations held great 
importance in the construction of temples.

The temples were always facing the rising sun. The sunrays 
that entered the temple first enters through the upper central 
half. This is the point on a human forehead if we consider a 
temple to be a human body sitting on a seat. This would 
signify the origin of energy in a human body. A red dot on 
the forehead of Indian women is a remnant of this belief 
system.



The idol of God is set in the core center of the temple, known as “Garbhagriha” or “Moolasthanam”. 
Ideally, the structure of the temple is built after the idol has been placed in a high positive wave 
centric place. This *moolasthanam* is the place where earth’s magnetic waves are discovered to 
be most extreme.



Economy



Kumari Kandam was a rich and proud society. It was a self 
sufficient place with no history of conflict with the 
neighbouring lands. Since there was bounty of food so there 
were no significant migration so trade and economy 
remained very stable throughout the years.

Till 1950’s India was the only place on this planet you could 
find diamonds and pearls(other precious jewels). This is the 
reason Kumari Kandam attracted the name ‘Gold Sparrow’. 
It was a huge marketplace for stable trade because it 
offered a safe place for business transactions. 
Geographically being closer to the equator, Kumari Kandam 
was one of the few self sufficient civilizations of the time.

Kumari kandam was a modern day traders dream.



Precious stones and pearls were used in hair for both men and 
women in addition to their body. Liberal use of riches suggests that 
theirs was a very rich economy.

It’s strategic position on the map made Kumari kandam an epicenter 
of trade. Their strong economy lead to so many smaller 
temples(Indonesia & India)  that were modelled after the temples of 
Kumari Kandam. Fortunately these temples were on the outskirts 
and towards the mainland, which is why they survived.

As we see glimpses of this society through so many of the 
neighbouring lands such as Africa where there is a small village that 
speaks a variant of Tamil(spoken on Kumari kandam). So it is 
believed that because this was such an important place for trade, it 
lead to the widespread information. Many of these places tried to 
build structures to mimic what they saw. 

Places such as Madurai in India were names after the city Madurai 
in Kumari Kandam. Traders from all over the world would travel to 
Kumari Kandam to sell which made it a strong empire.



Vaults of Gold
The Chola territory(Kings of Kumari Kandam) is iconic 
for giant dravidian architecture in the temples with 
vaults of gold. Konark Temple(india) which was built as 
an inspiration of the Sun temple of Kumari Kandam 
had a Diamond rock on its head which was so big that 
the European sailors reported it from the sea. This was 
a replica of the bigger diamond which lay on top of the 
main statue in Kumari kandam.

Jewels and precious metal was used as an extension 
of one’s willingness to please God. Jewels and metal 
was worn to mimic their deity. 

The latest vault to be opened in India was 
Padmanabhaswamy which is also modelled after the 
great temple of Kumari Kandam has 16 vaults in the 
basement. When the government decided to open 
these vaults, they had to stop after excavating 16 
billion worth in Gold. 



Economics - Society
Their society was divided into:

1. Priests: They worshipped God and were considered as the absolute authority 
on the matters of intelligence. They had little or no interference with the 
economy.

2. Warriors: This class was the elite fighting force to defend the borders. The 
bravest of the citizens were considered for training and after proving their might 
they were allowed in. They too had little to contribute to economy.

3. Traders: These were specific skilled workers who were trained in the art of 
business. This sect was usually very reserved of disclosing their methods. To 
become a trader one had to join them as a family that looked out for each other. 
The entire economy was under their control and even the King had no say in 
terms of monetary flow. The kings were in charge of their own money and 
profits but had no say in the trading market floor.

4. Workers: These were the physical workers of the society who built the mega 
structures. These were the men and women who moved the society forward 
with contributing in any was required. They had almost no impact on the 
economy of the land except for isolated instances where certain territories 
which were primarily workers revolted against the empire but was soon crushed 
down by the organized structure.



Language



Kumari Kandan’s used an ancient version 
of the Tamil script. Because of no proper 
translation yet we cannot properly 
understand the literature before 3rd BC.

The scripts evolution has survived after 
3rd century BC.

As for any ancient link we need to decode 
the letters individually by identifying the 
common links between its evolved form. 
Like for the Egyptian hieroglyphics we 
figured out the meaning of each individual 
letter but that connection is still missing 
for the Kumari Kandam tamil.





From the Kumari Kandam Sangam’s which were a gathering of intellectuals such as poets and writers, philosophers and painters. 
But unfortunately most of these scripts did not survive.
We only have written accounts of existence and references but no physical proofs. 
But from these references we know that there was an extensive exchange of information at these gatherings. This is the reason 
why India held the secret of purification method for Zinc.  
There were written accounts of these Sangams and the poetry in great detail. Similar accounts of poetry have been found in 
Madurai(India) which mention the poems recited at these Sangams.



Communication
Communication was oral and written. These 
Sangams were epicenter of communication which 
must have flourished at the time. This justifies Tamil 
scripts being found in Africa(Cameroon), China, 
Egypt(inscriptions inside vessels found off the coast 
of Egypt dated to 10 BC)

But majority of communication was oral. All the 
brahmin traditions of ancient India were oral 
traditions passed on to generations. Arts such as 
astrology and vedic science were passed on from 
one person to another and this is the reason why we 
don’t have any books of Indian astrology 
calculations. When the Muslims invaded India they 
took the priests and forced them to write down the 
astrological methods. But the priests only wrote 
down formulas and not the methodology. This is the 
reason why the only vedic astrology book in the 
world(Laal Kitab) only has formulas and was 
compiled by Muslims. 



Ancient Tamil literature has been found which reflects on 
the way Kumari Kandam’s communicated in the past. 
Wooden slabs have been found which were tied together 
by ropes.

Detailed scripts have been found describing the poems of 
the ancient world.

Languages spoken by Australian tribes, African tribes, 

Andaman and Nicobar tribes and Lakshadweep tribes are 

identical to Tamil language. So, there are high possibilities 

that there might be a connecting land which exists in 

between India, Australia and Madagascar.



Ancient Tamil engravings have been found in the 
Middle east as well. So there must have been as 
established communication before the floors 
destroyed the common route.
Traces of Indo Aryan languages can be found in 
ancient Tamil script. However it is the only 
language which is indigenous to the region and 
has survived(river names of the places)



Clothes
From the paintings we can see that the people did not have 
the concept of stitching material yet. Since the buttons came 
with the Arab invaders so there were not buttons either. 

A single piece of cloth was used to wrap around the body. 
This is the reason why Indian Gods are all bare chested. 

But there is extensive use of pearls and other jewels. Asoka 
in this painting is seen wearing them around his hair and 
neck.

They also used to wear a Bajooband(arm bracelet) and a 
charkhadi(wrist bracelet) along with a Janeu(around the 
chest diagonally) 

Lower body was covered up by wrapping around a single 
piece of cloth. This was then tucked in around the back.



These paintings suggest a class difference visible through their clothes.
But the prevalent use of gold suggests an abundance of this metal’s availability. The bold use of pearls, silver and gold seem to suggest that 
they were more accessible than the complicated techniques of stitching. 
Remnants of this are seen in pictures depicting Gods. Since they were not allowed to be altered by human imagination, so they are preserved 
in their earlier forms. God are depicted with gold and jewels but they are devoid of any clothing on the upper part of the body. They are seen 
only wearing a single cloth wrapped around their bodies which was also true for women. Only women would use two pieces of clothes to wrap 
and upper and lower body respectively. 



Narrative Draft







The Priest 
The protagonist of our story is a priest who lives inside the cave and sculpts. He has been looking for God his entire life.

One day he hears of a magical butchers rock that started talking. People said that was God’s voice. Raged at this, the priest 
stabs the butcher and steals the rock. 

But as he returns to the cave, he discovers that the rock does not talk. He prays for months to the rock but nothing happens till 
one day he decides to end his life if the rock did not speak to him.

God comes to him. When he asks that why did the lord choose a butcher to talk to when he prayed to the rock for months. He 
has been looking for God his entire life then why did he refuse to talk with him?

God replies back that the butcher was an honest man who used the rock to earn a living. With that he could feed his family 
and the rock had a purpose for the butcher’s life. What purpose does the rock have in the priest's life?

The priest picks up his hammer and carved out the entire cave looking for God.



VR Experience
The viewer will be inside a cave. This cave will have photogrammetry 3D models of the Indian temples 
and sculptures. The cave will also have the pillars at its entrance from Ajanta(India photogrammetry 
capture)

The viewer is able to move around in this cave freely. There will be points of interactivity where the 
narrative part of the story will come in as a flashes of memory. These flashes will help us understand why 
the character is sculpting.

After the narrative part the viewer will be left inside this cave free to explore at will. There will be a burning 
hand torch that the viewer will have to use as the light source inside the dark cave.



Thank you

நன்றி


